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Abstract

How should political parties allocate resources in U.S. House elections? Are actual
spending strategies optimal? This paper answers these questions by using Bayesian
election forecasts to estimate a probabilistic voting model. The model provides real-
time estimates of the marginal value of additional resources in a district during a cam-
paign and can be used to compare actual spending patterns to the amount that should
have been spent according to the model. The correlation between observed and opti-
mal spending is over 0.5 in each non-redistricting year from 2000 to 2010 and observed
spending patterns respond to new polls during a campaign. The correlations are consis-
tent across different types of campaign donors including the Democratic Congressional
Campaign Committee and the National Republican Congressional Committee, various
political action committees, and individuals. There is also evidence that spending is
based on maximizing total seats rather than the probability of winning a majority of
seats.



1 Introduction

The allocation of campaign resources is a major strategic activity for political parties. During

the 2016 election cycle, the Democratic party spent almost $1.3 billion while the Republican

party spent over $900 million.1 A key aim of this spending is to influence the outcome

of elections by encouraging voters of the same party to turnout and to elicit votes from

uncertain voters. However, some voters have a much larger probability of influencing an

election than others (Chamberlain, Rothschild et al. 1981; Gelman, Katz and Bafumi 2004;

Gelman, Silver and Edlin 2012) To ensure that spending maximizes electoral success, it is

therefore critical that resources are allocated efficiently.

Prior studies have derived optimal allocation decisions given two separate objectives:

maximizing legislative seats (or electoral college votes in U.S. presidential elections) and

maximizing the probability of winning a majority of seats (or the electoral college). Lit-

erature focusing on the first objective dates back to Brams and Davis (1973; 1974), who

develop a model in which U.S. presidential candidates aiming to maximize electoral college

votes should allocate resources roughly in proportion to the 3/2 power of the number of

electoral votes in a given state. They provide some empirical support by showing that the

number of campaign visits by political candidates across electoral districts between 1960 and

1972 fits the 3/2’s rule very closely. However, this was challenged by Colantoni, Levesque

and Ordeshook (1975), who argue that the approach taken by Brams and Davis does not ac-

count for electoral competitiveness and that there is less empirical support for the 3/2’s rule

after doing so. Likewise, Jacobson (1985b) argues that every congressional seat is valuable

so parties should aim to maximize seats and Snyder (1989) develop a model in which parties

maximizing seat share allocate more resource to close races. Pattie, Johnston and Fieldhouse

(1995) provide supporting evidence by showing that local party campaigners spent the most

on close seats during the 1983, 1987, and 1992 British general elections.

1Data accessed from https://www.opensecrets.org/parties/index.php?cmte=&cycle=2016.
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Scholars have reached different conclusions about whether campaign strategies would

change under the second objective. Brams and Davis (1973) posit that the implications

of this distinction would be relatively minor and Aranson, Hinich and Ordeshook (1974)

generate results supportive of this notion showing that the two goals are equivalent if the

expected number of seats won by each party are the same. However, in more realistic

settings in which this is not the case, optimal strategies differ. For example, Snyder (1989)

and Strömberg (2008) derive results showing that optimal strategies depend on both the

probability a district election is close and the probability that a district is pivotal (i.e., the

winning party would lose if the result in that district changed). Strömberg (2008) provide

strong evidence that party strategies are consistent with this by demonstrating that the

correlation between predicted and actual presidential campaign visits was 0.9 during the

2000 and 2004 US presidential elections.

This paper revisits this literature by using the probabilistic voting model of Strömberg

(2008) to calculate optimal campaign spending in U.S. House elections when parties maximize

legislative seats and when they try to win a majority of seats. It then tests the extent to

which actual spending matches the model’s predictions. The marginal value of additional

spending depends on predicted vote shares as well as uncertainty at the district and national

levels. Two forecasting models are used to estimate the parameters: the first is a Bayesian

hierarchical model that uses information about districts and candidates to provide a forecast

as of September 1st of each election year, and the second is a dynamic linear model (DLM)

that uses the hierarchical model as a prior, incorporates all available district and national

polls, and is capable of providing real-time forecasts at any date during a campaign. The

hierarchical model is used to forecast each non-redistricting year election from 2000 to 2010

and the DLM is used to analyze the 2010 election at various stages of the campaign.

The major innovation is the integration of a probabilistic voting model with Bayesian

forecasts to produce (real-time in the case of the DLM) quantitative measures of how leg-

islative parties in two-party systems should allocate resources during a political campaign
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according to different objectives. The benefits of the model are threefold. First, it can pro-

vide guidance on how actual campaigns should allocate resources during a campaign given

historical results and available polls. Second, the results can be used to evaluate the extent

to which the observed spending strategies of political parties are consistent with optimal

strategies when parties are both trying to win a majority of seats and when they are trying

maximize total seats. Third, the DLM can be used to track the extent to which optimal

spending patterns vary over the course of a campaign as forecasted outcomes change.

I provide evidence showing that (i) parties donate in a manner consistent with maximizing

total seats rather than winning a majority of seats, (ii) seat maximization based spending

is highly correlated with actual spending, and (iii) spending patterns respond to new polls.

For instance, actual spending during the 2008 election—which was lopsided enough to yield

spending strategies that were very sensitive to party objectives—is highly correlated (r ≈

0.664) with a seat maximization based spending strategy but not (r ≈ 0.352) one based on

maximizing the probability of winning a majority of seats.2. Moreover, correlations between

optimal spending based on seat maximization and actual spending are over 0.5 in each

non-redistricting election year from 2000 to 2010 and generally increase over time. The

correlations are even higher when incorporating polling data into the forecasts: correlations

reach a peak of over 0.8 when comparing spending in the final month of the 2010 campaign

with predicted spending based on a forecast made using all information including polls up

until that date. Finally, spending allocations changed over the course of the 2010 election

and tracked changes in poll-based forecasts.

I examine campaign contributions from political action committees (PACs) and individ-

uals in addition to national political parties, which helps shed light on current debates about

whether contributors donate to buy access to politicians or influence votes (e.g., Stratmann

2005). Empirical research has provided support for each motive. For instance, one of the

robust findings in the literature is that contributors spend more on close elections (Jacob-

2r refers to Pearson’s correlation coefficient.
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son 1985a; Kau, Keenan and Rubin 1982; Poole and Romer 1985; Stratmann 1991).3 On

the other hand, research has shown that campaign contributions can influence congressional

voting (Facchini, Mayda and Mishra 2011; Mian, Sufi and Trebbi 2010; Richter, Samphan-

tharak and Timmons 2009) and that candidates serving on congressional committees raise

more money (Grier and Munger 1991; Kroszner and Stratmann 1998; Romer and Snyder Jr

1994).

Most of the evidence in this paper suggests that contributors aim to influence elections

rather than buy access: the explanatory power of a seat maximization based spending strat-

egy is considerably larger than other potential determinants of campaign contributions such

as incumbency and party leadership. It is only in cases where actors have the largest incen-

tives to influence votes–like financial service firms buying access to candidates–that they are

on close to equal footing.4

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces the probabilistic

voting model. Section 3 describes the Bayesian forecasting techniques used to estimate the

model. Section 4 evaluates the performance of the forecasts and examines optimal spending

strategies according to the model. Section 5 compares actual campaign spending to predicted

spending from the model. Section 6 discusses limitations of the modeling approach and

potential extensions to the model and empirical exercises. Finally, Section 7 concludes.

2 Campaign Spending Model

This section introduces a version of Stromberg’s 2008 model suitable for analyzing U.S. House

elections, with foundations that date back to the probabilistic voting models of Lindbeck

3These studies have two limitations that this paper overcomes. First, the closeness of an election is
typically measured with an ex-post measure of the electoral margin or the lagged vote from the previous
election. This does not mimic the decision of contributors who must make choices prior to election day and
have considerably more information available to them than the vote in the previous election. Second, since
they are not driven by theory, they do not provide any guidance the functional form of the relationship
between the closeness of an election and spending, which should depend on the uncertainty (and probability
distribution) of the predicted vote.

4Members of the House Committee on Financial Services receive a higher proportion of funding from the
financial services industry than any other committee receives from a single industry.
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and Weibull (1987) and Dixit and Londregan (1996).

2.1 Set up

The model considers electoral competition between two parties, labeled Republican R and

Democrat D.5 During the campaign, each party must decide how to optimally allocate

funds across the 435 Congressional districts. More formally, party J = D,R must choose

expenditures in district i, eJi , subject to the resource constraint,

435∑
i=1

eJi ≤ EJ , (1)

where EJ is the amount of money party J has to spend on candidates.

The share of votes received by party D in district i is assumed to depend on four pri-

mary factors: campaign spending, predetermined characteristics of the district, the national

political climate, and unknown shocks. A critical assumption is that the impact of cam-

paign spending on the probability a party wins an electoral district, u(eJi ), is an increasing

concave function. The predetermined district characteristics and the national climate are

known before the spending decision is made and can be used to make a prediction, Vi, of

party D’s vote share. Finally, there are two sources of uncertainty, a national error, δ, and a

district specific error, εi. The national errors represent uncertain national swings that affect

all districts equally and the district errors are unpredictable swings unique to each district.

Both error terms are independently drawn from normal distributions: h(δ) = N(δ|0, σ2
δ ) and

gi(εi) = N(εi|0, σ2).

Letting u(eDi ) − u(eRi ) = ∆ui, party R wins a district if ∆ui + Vi + δ + εi ≤ 1/2. The

probability of a victory by party R conditional on expenditures, eDi and eRi , and the national

swing, δ, is therefore,

Gi(1/2−∆ui − Vi − δ), (2)

5Third party candidates are ignored.
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where Gi(·) is the cumulative density function of εi.

2.2 Party goals

Optimal strategies depend on the objective of the political parties. Unlike in presidential

campaigns where the goal is clearly to win the election, the goals of the parties in House

campaigns are less straightforward. As a result, I consider two plausible objective functions.

The first objective function assumes that parties simply maximize the expected number

of House seats. For party R, this is given by,

E [S(∆µ)] =

∫ 435∑
i=1

Gi(1/2−∆ui − Vi − δ)h(δ)dδ, (3)

where S is the total number of seats won by the Republican party.

A second possibility is that parties maximize the probability of winning a majority of

seats. For party R this is,

PR(∆µ) =

∫
Pr (S(∆µ) > 218) h(δ)dδ. (4)

2.3 Equilibrium

Each party derives its optimal strategy given these goals based on their expectation of what

the other party will do. Specifically, there is a Nash equilibrium in which each party allocates

spending so that,

∂fJ

∂eJi
= Qiu

′(eJ∗i ) = λJ , (5)

where fR(eD, eR) is the objective function used by party R (i.e., either to maximize total

seats or the probability of winning a majority of seats), Qi = ∂fJ/∂∆ui and λJ is the

Lagrange multiplier for party j. Since u′(eJ) is decreasing in eJ , the parties allocate more
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resources to districts with higher values of Qi.

The value of Qi depends on the choice of the objective function. When parties maximize

the expected number of seats, Qi is calculated as,

Qi = Qseats
i =

∫
gi(1/2−∆ui − Vi − δ)h(δ)dδ, (6)

where gi(·) is the probability density function of εi. Not unexpectedly, districts with a

predicted vote share close to 1/2 should receive the most expenditures. Spending should

also be more concentrated when the error terms, σ and δ, are smaller. If on the other hand,

parties maximize the probability of winning a majority of seats, Qi is more complicated. For

party R, it is,

Qi = Qmaj
i =

∫
1

σS
φ(x(δ))gi(·)h(δ)dδ

+

∫
1

σS
φ(x(δ))x(δ) (1− 2Gi(·)) gi(·)h(δ)dδ, (7)

where x(δ) = (218− µS(∆u, δ)) /σS(∆u, δ), φ(·) is the standard normal probability density

function, µS is the mean number of seats won by party R, σS is the variance of the number

of seats won by party R, and ∆µ = (∆µ1,∆µ2, . . . ,∆µ435). A derivation is provided in

Section S.1 in the Supplemental Appendix.

The first term in Equation 7 is the effect of an increase in spending on the mean number of

Republican seats while the second term is its effect on the variance. Parties have an incentive

to influence the variance because they want to increase the probability of a desirable outcome.

The trailing party will want to increase the variance to increase the probability of a major

change in the election outcome while the leading party will want to do the opposite. The

trailing party can increase the variance by spending more on districts in which its candidate

it losing and the leading party can decrease the variance by spending more on districts in

which it is winning. Intuitively, the leading party does not need to worry about districts in
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which it is losing because it only needs to make sure that it holds onto the one’s it is leading

in.

As shown by Strömberg (2008), an alternative interpretation of Equation 7 is that it is

the probability that (i) a district is decisive in whether or not a party wins a majority of

seats and (ii) the district is a swing district. Following Stromberg, I call such a district a

“decisive swing district”. The probability of being a swing district is the probability that an

electoral race is tied (or at least very close), while a district is decisive if winning (or losing)

that district would make the difference between winning (or losing) a majority of seats.

The idea that parties should spend more money on swing districts is consistent with Qseats
i

in Equation 6. The idea that parties should spend more on decisive districts differentiates

the two maximization problems.

2.4 Functional form

In order to solve for equilibrium spending, eJ∗i and calculate Qi, it is necessary to make an

assumption about the functional form of u(eJi ). One functional form particularly amenable

to empirical analysis is the logarithmic form, u(eJi ) = θ log(eJi ), which results in the first

order condition for district k and party J ,

eJ∗k =
Qk∑
Qi

EJ . (8)

Each party spends the same fraction of the budget on district k, but eR∗i only equals eD∗i

if both parties have identical budgets so that ER = ED.6 Equation 8 implies that Qi is

evaluated at ∆ui = θ log(ED/ER), which reduces to ∆ui = 0 when the budgets are equal. If

θ, ED or ER are unknown (and time-varying), then this term will be incorporated into the

national shock, δ, during estimation.

6For a formal proof see Strömberg (2008).
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3 Model Estimation

To calculate Qi, it is necessary to estimate the variances of the district and national shocks,

σ2 and σ2
δ , as well as the two-party vote, Vi. In this section I describe a Bayesian methodology

that can estimate these parameters using historical political and economic information, and

when available, polling data. The historical information provides a forecast of the election as

of September 1st in each election year and polling data from September 1st through election

day is used to update forecasts as campaigns progress.

3.1 A Bayesian Hierarchical Model

Previous research shows that national elections are highly predictable from one year to the

next using historical data (e.g., Campbell 1992; Gelman and King 1993; Kastellec, Gelman

and Chandler 2008). Consistent with these historical models and Equation 2, I model the

Democratic share of the two party vote as a linear function of a matrix of explanatory

variables, Xiy (see Section S.2.1 in the Supplemental Appendix), national shocks, and district

shocks,

viy = Xiyβ + δy + εiy. (9)

Since δy and εi are assumed to be normally distributed, this can be estimated using the

Bayesian hierarchical model,

viy ∼ N
(
Xiyβ + δy, σ

2
)
, (10)

δy ∼ N(0, σ2
δ ), (11)

where β is a vector of coefficients and δy is a random effect centered at 0. Uniform prior

distributions were used for β, σ and σδ.
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3.2 Incorporating Polls with a Bayesian DLM

Although national elections are highly predictable using historical data, forecasts that incor-

porate polls become increasingly accurate as election day nears (Linzer 2013). A common

method for combining polls with historical regressions is to treat polls as additional data

points. This technique is commonly used by researchers and media outlets forecasting pres-

idential and Senate elections.7 The primary difficulty is that the polls are highly correlated

and should not be treated as independent data. As a result, forecasters attempt to average

the polls so that the most informative ones receive the most weight. This weighted average

of polls can then, in turn, be combined with information from the regression analysis, with

weights that should be based on their respective variances.

As noted by Nate Silver (2014), the variability of a poll’s forecast can be thought of as

a function of three major components: sampling error, temporal error and pollster-induced

error. The first two terms are relatively straightforward: sampling error occurs because each

poll is based on a sample from the electorate and temporal error is due to uncertainty about

opinion shifts between the date a poll is taken and election day. The final term, pollster-

induced error, can be thought of as the error left over after accounting for sampling and

temporal error. A major part of this residual term can be attributed to house effects, or

time-invariant biases specific to certain pollsters. However, this error can also occur due

to other polling difficulties such as undecided voters, respondents who will not vote in the

actual election or respondents that do not express their true voting intentions.

Here, I utilize a state-space framework that can sequentially adjust forecasts as new polls

become available. This model-based poll averaging approach is very similar to the state-space

poll-tracking model employed by Simon Jackman (Jackman 2005, 2009) and the forecasting

model based on reverse-random walks used by Drew Linzer (Linzer 2013)—which built on

7See, for instance, the Huffington Post’s forecasts at http://elections.huffingtonpost.com/, which
are based on Simon Jackman’s poll-tracking model; Drew Linzer’s forecasts at http://votamatic.

org/; neuroscientist Sam Wang’s website http://election.princeton.edu/; and Nate Silver’s http:

//fivethirtyeight.com/.
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the idea used in Strauss (2007).

One important feature of House elections that must be accounted for is that district

polling is sporadic both over time and across districts (see Section S.2.2 in the Supplemental

Appendix). The incomplete nature of the data is important for calculating district and

national errors because national errors based solely on district polling use less than half of

all districts at any given date and the subset of districts available to calculate national errors

changes over time (since different districts are polled at different times). One way around

this is to use the generic congressional vote as a measure of the national vote, since, unlike

district polls, polling firms begin conducting polls of the generic congressional vote for the

next election at a consistent rate almost as soon as election results are in.

To incorporate the national polls, I separate the vote in each district into the national

vote and the district vote relative to the national vote as in Lock and Gelman (2010) and

Strauss (2007). This separation allows me to use all available polling data to decompose

national and local variation as required by the theoretical model.8

The model of the national vote follows the model employed in Jackman (2005) and

Jackman (2009), which provides a framework for “pooling” the polls over the course of a

campaign. To set notation, let t = 1, . . . , T represent days of the campaign where t = 1

corresponds to the first day of the campaign season and t = T is election day. Furthermore,

let k index a poll with sample size Nk. Since the sample size of each poll is relatively large,

the observed proportion of respondents who report that they intend to vote democratic,

yk = nk/Nk is approximated well by a normal distribution,

yk ≈ N(πk, σ
2
k), (12)

where σ2
k = yk(1− yk)/Nk. However, the parameter of underlying interest is not πk, but the

actual state of national opinion at time t. The πk are consequently modeled as a function of

8Another strategy is to model the correlation between the national and district polls in a multivariate
time-series model (see Jackman (2012) for a brief explanation). This approach is not taken here because it
is not consistent with the theoretical model used in this paper.
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two components: the actual state of opinion, µt, and a house effect, λj, specific to polling

firm j = 1, . . . , J ,

πk = µt[k] + λj[k]. (13)

Equation 13 is not identified because one could shift µt[k] up/down and λj[k] down/up by the

same constant without changing the value of πk. As a result, I use the identifying restriction

that the house effects sum to zero,
∑

j λj = 0.

As currently specified, the model only provides a snapshot of national opinion on any

given day. To forecast the election, it is necessary to estimate µT , which is an estimate for

national opinion on the day of the election. Since forecasts are made on days t′ < T , it

is therefore necessary to make assumptions about the movement of µt from one day of the

campaign to the next. Since there is no reason to expect there to be any trends in polling,

it is reasonable to expect µt to follow a random walk, so that the full model can be written

as,

yk = µt + λj + vk, vk ∼ N(0, σ2
k) (14)

µt = µt−1 + wµ, wµ ∼ N(0, σ2
µ), (15)

where σ2
µ is an estimate of the daily change in µt.

A model for the district vote relative to the national vote proceeds in the same manner

as the model for the national vote, but with a few differences. The first difference is that it

is impractical to correct for house effects because there are only a few polls published per

polling firm. The second difference is that national opinion at time t is not actually observed,

so the relative vote cannot be observed either. In practice, this is not a large problem because

national opinion, µt, is estimated very precisely using Equation 14 and Equation 15 due to

the abundance of large national polls.9

9The standard deviation of µt is typically around 0.004.
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For the model of the relative district vote, let l index district polls and continue to let i

index a district. Define the deviation of a district poll from the national vote as dl = yl−µt[k].

The DLM for the relative district vote is then,

dl = ξit + vl, vl ∼ N(0, σ2
l ) (16)

ξit = ξi,t−1 + wξ, wξ ∼ N(0, σ2
ξ ), (17)

where σ2
l = yl(1 − yl)/Nl, Nl is the sample size of the lth poll, ξi[l]t[l] is an estimate of the

deviation of opinion in state i from national opinion at time t, and σ2
ξ captures the variance

of day to day movements in ξ. Equation 16 and Equation 17 are just a simple multivariate

extension of the model of the national vote that ignore house effects.

To incorporate information from the historical regression, forecasts from the hierarchical

model are treated as pseudo election day polls for both the national and district models.

The two-party vote given to the national pseudo poll is the mean average district vote from

the hierarchical model and the Democratic vote share given to each district’s pseudo poll is

the mean of the district forecast from the regression less the mean of average district vote.

The corresponding variances are calculated using the posterior predictive distributions of

these quantities.10 The regression forecasts in the national and district models consequently

receive weights proportional to the regression forecast errors of the average district and

relative district vote respectively.

The overall forecast of the two-party vote for Democrats from each district is µT +

ξiT . Separate forecasts of µT and ξiT can essentially be estimated using a Kalman filter11.

Importantly, when estimating µT and ξT prior to the election, there will be gaps between

the last published poll and the pseudo poll from the regression; the Kalman filter helps

bridge this gap by pushing µt and ξit forward toward election day. The Kalman filter is

10See Section 4.2 for more details.
11The Kalman filter is commonly used in engineering to track the movement of objects such as satellites

or aircraft that are measured with noisy data. It is also frequently used in Macroeconomics and in political
science to track public opinion.
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also instructive because it quantifies the relative weight attached to previous versions of the

states and new polls. In particular, polls receive more weight when the sampling error is

lower, they are completed closer to election day, there is less movement in the polls, and

the polling firm is less biased (see Section S.3.1 in the Supplemental Appendix for explicit

formulas).

The Kalman filter assumes that the variances of the states are known. Since, in practice,

this is clearly not the case, I estimate all of the model parameters jointly using Bayesian

methods. To do so, I assign the unknown variance parameters, σ2
µ and σ2

ξ , inverse gamma

priors. The house effects, λj, are given a normal prior centered at 0. The posterior density

is simulated with a Gibbs sampler, which is described in Section S.3.3 in the Supplemental

Appendix.

4 Forecasting the Two-Party Vote and Calculating Qi

4.1 Forecasts using the Bayesian Hierarchical Model

The hierarchical model was implemented using Stan (Stan Development Team 2016) and fit

5 separate times using post 1980 data to forecast (out-of-sample) the 2000, 2004, 2006, 2008

and 2010 elections.12. Uncontested seats were dropped from the model because parties would

have known which districts were uncontested by September 1st.1314 The posterior distribu-

tion for each of the 5 models was simulated using the last half of 5 chains of 2, 000 iterations

each. The Gelman and Rubin potential scale reduction factor R̂ was approximately 1 for

all model parameters in all 5 fits, which suggests that the Markov Chain successfully con-

verged each time. Details of the model fit are discussed in Section S.4.1 in the Supplemental

Appendix.

12For example, the 2000 election was fit using elections from 1980 to 1998; the 2004 election was fit using
elections from 1980 to 2000 (recall that the model excludes years ending in 2); and so on.

13Signature-filing deadlines in districts are all before September 1st.
14I also dropped the few races with third party candidates. These do not impact the calculations of Qmaj

i

because they all occurred before 2000. Independents Bernie Sanders of Vermont and Virgil Goode of Virginia
are classified as a Democrat and a Republican respectively.
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Forecast performance was evaluated in two primary ways. First, I calculated the root

mean square forecast error (RMSFE),
√
E[(fiy − viy)2], where fiy, is the mean of the poste-

rior predictive distribution of the two party vote and viy is the observed vote. The RMSFE

was 0.056 and the winner was only picked incorrectly 7% of the time.

Second, I examined the plausibility of the forecast uncertainty. The forecast distribution

is shown in Figure 1, which is a histogram of the posterior predictive distributions of the

fraction of seats won by Democrats in each of the five non-redistricting year elections from

2000 to 2010.15 The actual fraction of Democratic seats is usually within the 95% credible

interval, but the intervals are not unreasonably wide either, which suggests that decomposing

the error into district and national components is a reasonable approach. The 2010 election

is an outlier since nearly all of the close elections broke toward the Republicans and large

number of Democratic incumbents were defeated by Republican challengers.

4.2 Forecasts using the DLM

The posterior density of both the national and district DLM’s were simulated using 6, 000

iterations of the Gibbs Sampler with a burn-in of 1, 000 iterations. To reduce the compu-

tational burden the campaign is divided into two week periods and the model is (retrospec-

tively) estimated every two weeks during the month’s of September and October. Polling

data after a desired forecasting date are removed to ensure that only data that would have

been available at the time is used. This yields four separate forecasts of the 2010 election

in addition to the prior from the hierarchical model: a mid September (1.5 months prior

to election day), late-September (1 month prior to election day), mid-October (2 weeks

prior to election day) and late-October (just before the election) forecast. Trace plots of

the parameters suggest that the Markov Chain converged each time and are available upon

request.

15 The posterior predictive distribution for the number of seats is formed by simply counting the number of
districts that had vote shares over 0.5 for each of the 5, 000 draws from the posterior predictive distributions
of viỹ for each forecast year. Uncontested seats are not included in these estimates.
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Figure 1: Forecasts of the Number of the Percentage of Democratic Seats

Notes: The histograms are from the posterior predictive distribution of the hierarchical model for each
election year.

Forecast summaries are presented in Figure 2 and Figure 3. Figure 2 focuses on the

forecast of the national vote. The dark dotted line is the DLM forecast (mean of the posterior

distribution of µT ) and the error bars are 95% credible intervals. The light dotted lines from

top to bottom are the regression based forecast from the hierarchical model, the actual

average district vote and an average of polls from the latest available two-week period.16

Forecasts are reported for the standard model that include the regression estimate as a

final pseudo poll (the “prior” model) and an alternative specification that does not (the “no

prior” model). Standard errors are considerably smaller for the “prior” forecast than the “no

prior” forecast although the difference shrinks as election day gets closer because there is less

and less temporal error in the polls. Due to this temporal error, the forecast of the “prior”

16The actual average district vote includes uncontested seats, which were given vote shares of 0.25 in
Republican districts and 0.75 in Democratic districts.
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model does not deviate from the regression forecast until mid-October, but as temporal error

decreases more weight is placed on the polls and the forecast is eventually nearly identical

to the actual average district vote. On the other hand, the “no prior”, or polls only model,

hugs the polling average closely and predicts that the national vote will be considerably more

Republican. The “no prior” model lies slightly above the polling average though because

the model accounts for House effects and the most prolific pollsters (Rasmussen Reports

and Gallup) leaned Republican during the campaign (see Figure S.6 in the Supplemental

Appendix).

Figure 3 displays forecasts of the fraction of seats won by the Democrats after excluding

uncontested seats. The upper light dotted line labeled “regression forecast” is identical to the

mean of the histogram for the 2010 election in Figure 1 and the reported fraction of actual

seats won excludes uncontested seats as well. The forecast (and 95% credible intervals) are

calculated by taking the fraction of seats with a predicted vote share greater than 0.5 for each

simulated draw of µT + ξiT . Like the forecast of the national vote, the “prior” model does

not begin to move away from the regression forecast until mid-October and the “no prior”

forecast changes considerably more from period to period. The “no prior” model provides a

forecast of the Democratic seat share that is very close to the actual Democratic seat share

while the “prior” model overestimates the electoral success of the Democrats.

It is tempting to use this evidence to discount the regression based prior but it is worth

remembering that 2010 is an outlier election, nearly all of the close elections broke toward

the Republicans, and comparing predicted seats to the observed seats is only one of many

possible ways to evaluate forecasts. For a more comprehensive examination of the Bayesian

estimation of the DLM and its forecast performance see Section S.4.2 in the Supplemental

Appendix.
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Figure 2: Forecasts of the 2010 National Vote by Date

Notes: The plot labeled “No prior” plots results from the DLM that does not include a final national pseudo
poll based on the regression analysis; the plot labeled “Prior” includes this final pseudo poll. Vertical bars
are 95% credible intervals for the forecast of the national vote from the DLM (points are median of the
simulated vote). The upper dotted line is the point estimate of the regression based forecast (the mean of
posterior distribution of the average district vote from the hierarchical model). The middle dotted line is the
actual average district vote for Democrats. The lower dotted line is an average of all national polls during
each time period (i.e. the poll average at the 2 month mark is all polls from days between 2 and 1.5 months
before the election).

4.3 Calculating Qi

Armed with parameter estimates from the hierarchical model and the DLM, one can use the

estimates of Vi, σ and σδ to calculate the Qi’s from equations 6 and 7. In the theoretical

model, these parameters are assumed to be known with certainty. But, when using a Bayesian
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Figure 3: Forecasts of the Democratic Fraction of Seats in the 2010 Election

Notes: The plot labeled “No prior” plots results from the DLM that does not include a final pseudo polls
based on the regression analysis; the plot labeled “Prior” includes these final pseudo polls. Vertical bars are
95% credible intervals for the forecast of the Democratic fraction of seats from the DLM (points are median
of the simulated vote). The upper dotted line labeled “Regression forecast” is the mean of the posterior
distribution of the Democratic seat share from the hierarchical model. The lower dotted line is the fraction
of seats won by Democrats. All calculations omit uncontested seats.

approach this is not the case since the parameters have their own probability distributions.

Accounting for this additional uncertainty with the hierarchical model is straightforward:

I calculate Qi by averaging over all of the unknown parameters. In other words, I add

extra uncertainty to the maximization problem by integrating the objective functions over

p(β, δt, σ, σδ) instead of just integrating over h(δt).
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Qi is calculated in a similar manner when the model is estimated using the DLM. Because

I separate the national vote and the district vote relative to the national vote, there is a

probability distribution for each component. Due to the normality assumptions, both the

forecasts of the national vote, µT , and the district vote, ξiT , are normally distributed. σ

can consequently be estimated with the standard deviation of the posterior distribution of

ξT . A posterior distribution for Vi + δ is simulated by summing the mean of the posterior

distribution of ξT and each simulated draw from the posterior distribution of µT . In total,

this provides a range of forecasts depending on the national error as well as an estimate of

the district level error as required by the theory.

As discussed in Section 2.3, party goals can have an important impact on Qi. The impli-

cation of these goals are illustrated in Figure 4, which shows how Qi depends on forecasted

Democratic vote shares. When parties want to maximize the expected number of seats, they

should spend the most resources on the closest elections. This is clear in the leftmost plot

in which Qi follows a bell shaped pattern peaking when the forecasted vote share is 0.5.

The strategies are more intricate when the parties maximize the probability of winning a

majority of seats. In this case, the parties should spend the most resources on decisive swing

districts, or districts that are most likely to be close when winning that district will cause

one party to win one more seat than the other party. This, in turn, implies that the trailing

party should spend more resources in districts that they are losing in an effort to make the

election more unpredictable. These incentives are best illustrated in the 2008 election when

the Democratic party was expected to win a large majority of seats.17 As shown in the

plot, the Republican’s optimal strategy (assuming they were only concerned with winning a

majority of seats), was to spend the most resources in districts with a predicted Democratic

vote share over 0.5. Since the number of seats won by both parties would have only have

been close if the national swing shifted drastically in the Republican’s favor, Qi is maximized

for districts with a vote share close to 0.6. Interestingly, the cost of spending on districts

17Forecasts from the hierarchical model predict that the Republicans would have won, on average, 177 of
the necessary 218 seats for a majority; in reality, they won 178 seats.
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that Republicans were expected to barely win has such an adverse effect on the variance of

the election that Qi is actually negative in these districts.
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Figure 4: Qi versus the mean forecast of the Democratic vote in the 2008 election

Notes: The forecasted Democratic vote share in each district is the mean of the posterior predictive distri-
bution from the hierarchical model.

5 Relationship Between Qi and District Spending

The relationship between Qi and spending depends on the functional form of u(eJi ). I use

the logarithmic utility function analyzed in Section 2.4, which yields an equilibrium in which
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= eJ∗i /
∑
eJ∗i = Qi/

∑
Qi. That is, I estimate the regression equation,

eJiy∑
eJiy

= γ
Qiy∑
Qiy

+Xiyβ + η, (18)

where eJiy is observed spending in district i and year y and Xiy contains other covariates that

affect district spending.

5.1 Correlations

Figure 5 plots the correlation between Qi and spending by contributor type and the goal

of the parties (see Section S.2.3 in the Supplemental Appendix for details on classifying

contributor types and the campaign spending data more generally). The top and bottom

panels show the correlation with spending between Qmaj
i and Qseats

i , respectively. The plot

highlights two primary aspects of the data. First, there are few differences in spending

patterns between contributor types. Surprisingly, the correlations for party affiliated groups

(national party committees, party-connected committees, allied PACs) are not significantly

higher than the correlations for other groups.

Second, the correlations are not very sensitive to party goals except in 2008. In Section 4.3

I showed that assumptions about party goals impacted the values of Qi greatly in 2008

because the Democrats were expected to win the House by almost 80 seats. The 2008 election

can therefore be used to identify party goals. The huge decline in the correlation between

spending and Qmaj
i but not between spending and Qseats

i suggests that parties maximize the

expected number of seats rather than the probability of winning a majority of seats.

According to Stromberg’s model, if the effect of spending on vote share is of the log

form, then both parties should spend the same proportion of their funds in each district. An

examination of spending patterns across districts by party is consistent with this notion. For

instance, the simple correlation between spending on Democratic candidates and spending on

Republican candidates is 0.819. Moreover, there are only small differences in the correlation

between Qi’s and spending by party (Figure S.10 in the Supplemental Appendix), although
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Figure 5: Correlation Between Qi and Spending, by Contributor Type

Notes: Spending is the sum of spending for Republicans and Democrats in a district by a given contributor
type. The top panel shows the correlation between Qmaj

i and spending while the bottom panel shows the
correlation between Qseats

i and spending.

Qseats
i is slightly more correlated with spending on Republicans than spending on Democrats.

The correlations presented thus far use the hierarchical model to calculate Qi. One

would expect that the DLM could improve the fit between the model and the observed data.

Figure 6 examines this by comparing the correlation between Qseats
i calculated using three

different models (the hierarchical model, the prior informed DLM and the non-prior informed

DLM) and spending at different dates during the 2010 campaign.18 Spending is the sum of

18The figure omits correlations made just prior to the election (late October) because the correlations are
significantly lower and distort the figure: the correlations using the prior-informed DLM, no-prior DLM and
hierarchical model are 0.422, 0.384 and 0.349 respectively. This likely occurs because there are only a couple
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all spending in a district between election day and the forecast date.

In early September, or two months prior to the election, forecasts are only available from

the hierarchical model so I assign all three models forecast values equal to the forecast from

the hierarchical model. The figure shows that the values of Qseats
i calculated using the DLM’s

match observed spending better than the values of Qseats
i calculated using the hierarchical

model, although the Qseats
i from the hierarchical model is still accurate. The correlations

between the values of Qseats
i estimated using the hierarchical model and spending decrease in

a linear fashion over time while the correlations based on the DLM forecasts reach a peak of

around 0.8 one month before the election. There is little difference between the performance

of the “prior” and “no prior” DLM’s, although the correlations between the “no prior” DLM

and spending are somewhat more variable.

Overall, these findings suggest that campaign donors use polls to evaluate the competi-

tiveness of a district and update these beliefs when new polls become available. In addition,

Section S.5 in the Supplemental Appendix shows that donors contribute in a manner more

consistent with Qseats
i than other measures of district competitiveness.

5.2 Alternative Predictors of District Spending

Table 1 reports regression estimates of γ and β (from Equation 18) when analyzing spending

on Democratic candidates (panel A) and Republican candidates (panel B). The “Q share”,

Qseats
iy /

∑
iQ

seats
iy , is estimated using the hierarchical model. Mean and median spending

shares across districts are 0.23% and 0.085% respectively.

The first column reports an estimate of a simple linear regression (with an intercept)

with the Q share as the only explanatory variable. The Q share coefficients in both panels

A and B are strongly positively associated with actual spending and significantly different

than 0. The coefficients are somewhat inconsistent with the equilibrium spending conditions

in Equation 8 though because they are significantly different than 1; that said, the coefficients

of days between the final forecast date and election day.
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Notes: Spending refers to all spending by PACs, party committees and individuals contributing over $200
between a given date and election day.

are fairly close to 1 and the R2 values are high.

The second column adds two dummy variables indicating that a candidate is an incum-

bent or running in an open seat (the omitted category is a challenger in an incumbent

district). Each variable is statistically significant and positively associated with spending in

both panels. The R2 in column 2 improves considerably in the Democratic specification and

marginally in the Republican one.

Columns 3 and 4 add influence-motivated variables that campaign donors might con-

sider when deciding which campaigns to contribute to. The influence variables in column

3 are three indicator variables for whether candidates are member of the Ways and Means

Committee, party leaders, or committee chairmen. In column 4, I include an estimate of

the probability that a candidate will win the election (0 to 1 scale) since campaign donors
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Table 1: OLS Regressions on Candidate Spending Shares (%)

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)
Panel A. Democrats
Q share (maximizing seats) 0.750 0.750 0.750 0.748 0.619

(0.041) (0.041) (0.041) (0.041) (0.054)
Open seat 0.217 0.217 0.100 0.132

(0.048) (0.048) (0.063) (0.071)
Incumbent 0.166 0.167 −0.098 −0.100

(0.012) (0.013) (0.084) (0.094)
Ways and Means Committee −0.007 −0.012 0.009

(0.018) (0.016) (0.039)
Party Leadership 0.077 0.070 0.069

(0.023) (0.022) (0.015)
Committee Chair −0.030 −0.034 −0.008

(0.018) (0.018) (0.030)
Probability of Victory 0.294 0.242

(0.085) (0.132)
Observations 2,175 2,175 2,175 2,175 1,740
Adjusted R-squared 0.363 0.407 0.406 0.416 0.500
District fixed effects? No No No No Yes
Panel B. Republicans
Q share (maximizing seats) 0.822 0.770 0.771 0.771 0.662

(0.044) (0.043) (0.043) (0.043) (0.054)
Open seat 0.159 0.159 0.162 0.155

(0.045) (0.045) (0.057) (0.064)
Incumbent 0.080 0.068 0.074 0.083

(0.012) (0.013) (0.085) (0.098)
Ways and Means Committee 0.088 0.088 −0.080

(0.050) (0.050) (0.116)
Party Leadership 0.314 0.314 0.132

(0.067) (0.067) (0.143)
Committee Chair −0.012 −0.012 −0.116

(0.041) (0.041) (0.075)
Probability of Victory 0.006 −0.080

(0.086) (0.137)
Observations 2,175 2,175 2,175 2,175 1,740
Adjusted R-squared 0.416 0.428 0.432 0.432 0.510
District fixed effects? No No No No Yes

Notes: The dependent variable is the share of yearly spending by all PACs in each district. The unit of analysis is a candidate-
district-year. Robust standard errors are in parentheses. Open seat, Incumbent, Ways and Means Committee, Ways and
Means Committee, and Party Leadership are indicator variables equal to 1 if candidates are running in open seats, incumbents,
members of the Ways and Means Committee, chairs of a major committee or House party leaders. Party leaders include the
speaker of the House, the majority/minority leaders and the majority/minority whip. Probability of victory is the probability
that a candidate wins the election calculated using the posterior predictive distribution from the hierarchical model.

concerned with establishing a relationship with a candidate should prefer to donate to a

candidate who will be in office (see for instance Snyder Jr 1990). The influence related

variables have a small impact on the R2 and are often not statistically different than zero.

Being a party leader is the most important influence variable and is positive and statistically
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significant in both panel A and panel B.

To help alleviate concerns that the regression estimates might be biased, column 6 adds

district fixed effect that control for time invariant district specific characteristics. The num-

ber of observations is smaller in this specification because the 2000 election is dropped since

district lines changed in 2002. Adding the fixed effects improves the model fit and only has

a small impact on the coefficients. Importantly, the Q share remains a highly significant

predictor of actual spending.

As a whole, the regression estimates show that the Q share explains a large portion of

the variation in actual spending shares. Other variables such as whether the candidate is an

incumbent or the seat is open add additional explanatory power (especially for Democrats)

but little is gained in terms of fit from adding influence related variables.

While spending in a district may be largely explained by the Q share, this ignores varia-

tion across donors. Organizations whose welfare depends heavily on policy decisions should

have the largest incentives to influence policy. Table 2 looks at whether this is the case by

analyzing the spending decisions of the financial industry, a group whose campaign goals

might differ markedly from other organizations. Campaign contributions from the financial

industry are defined as those coming from PACs classified as a member of the Finance, In-

surance, and Real Estate industry by the CRP or from individuals employed in the same

industry. The regression analysis examines the impact that being a member of the House

Committee on Financial Services Committee has on contributions from these firms. The unit

of analysis for the regressions is an incumbent candidate since challengers cannot serve on a

congressional committee. The dependent variable is the district share of yearly spending by

the financial industry on incumbents.

Column 1 shows that the Q share is positive and statistically significant. Column 2 in-

cludes an indicator variables equal to 1 if an incumbent is a member of the Financial Services

Committee and 0 otherwise. Since the chair and ranking minority members of the Financial

Services Committee are likely to hold the most influence, I also include a dummy variable
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Table 2: Spending by the Financial Industry, Incumbent Races 2000 - 2010

Variable (1) (2) (3)
Q share (maximizing seats) 0.552 0.532 0.296

(0.084) (0.083) (0.088)
On Financial Services Committee 0.249 0.201

(0.048) (0.082)
Chair/ranking minority member of Finance Committee 0.574 0.127

(0.212) (0.198)
Observations 1,992 1,992 1,592
Adjusted R-squared 0.098 0.137 0.327
District fixed effects? No No Yes

Notes: The dependent variable is the district share of yearly spending by the Finance, Insurance, and Real Estate industry
on incumbents. Industry spending covers contributions from PACs and individuals (sorted by employer) donating at least
$200. The unit of analysis a district-year. Open seat districts are excluded from the analysis. Robust standard errors are in
parentheses.

indicating such status. Both variables are statistically significant and have large positive

coefficients. In column 3, which controls for district fixed effects, equilibrium spending and

committee status remain statistically different than zero but being a chair or ranking mi-

nority member does not. This should not be seen as evidence that a leadership position on

the committee is unimportant, but is instead likely a consequence of a fixed effect regression

without enough variation in an explanatory variable. In summary, the financial industry

appears to pursue both election motivated and influence motivated spending strategies.

6 Discussion

The results in this paper rely on two key modeling assumptions: First, it is assumed that

political parties do not consider future elections, and second, campaign spending is assumed

to increase vote share. In addition, the estimates of Qi tested in the empirical exercises are

generated under the assumption that the relationship between campaign spending and vote

share is logarithmic.

The first assumption has important implications regarding the objectives of political

parties. For instance, one cannot rule out the possibility that parties maximize total seats in

lopsided elections in order to increase the probability of majority control in the future. This

may be especially relevant given that incumbents tend to receive more votes than challengers
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(Ansolabehere and Snyder Jr 2002; Gelman and King 1990; Gelman and Huang 2008; Lee

2001). In a dynamic context, parties may therefore pursue strategies that lie somewhere

between the seat maximization and majority control equilibria derived in this paper. A key

consideration is the extent to which parties trade off current elections for future ones and

ways in which this trade off varies by electoral context. For example, how confidence must

a party be that they will lose in order to determine that they would be better off using their

resources to maximize the probability of winning a future election?

The second assumption is also important for a couple of reasons. For one, it influences

the estimates of Qi. Additionally, if the relationship between spending and vote share varies

across different types of campaign resources, then parties might want to allocate different

types of resources differently. For example, Bartels (1985) provides evidence that campaigns

allocate instrumental resources (i.e., advertising funds and candidate appearances) differently

than ornamental resources (i.e., state-level organizational funds and personnel).

There is a large literature examining the extent to which campaign spending influences

election results. Early research focused on the U.S. showed that campaign spending by chal-

lengers was very influential while spending by incumbents was not (Jacobson 1978, 1980,

1985a). Later studies that have better accounted for endogeneity biases find that campaign

spending by incumbents does impact the vote and that spending effects can be of roughly

equal magnitude for challengers and incumbents (Erikson and Palfrey 2000; Gerber 1998;

Green and Krasno 1988). These more recent results are also consistent with a larger com-

parative literature both within and outside the U.S. showing that campaigning has electoral

payoffs with respect to both voter turnout and the vote share (e.g., Denver et al. 2003;

Gerber and Green 2000; Hillygus 2005; Pattie, Johnston and Fieldhouse 1995; Marsh 2004;

Whiteley and Seyd 2003).

A growing body of literature has also demonstrated that campaign effectiveness varies

by electoral context. There is evidence that the effect of campaigning depends on political

interest (Arceneaux and Nickerson 2009; Hillygus 2005; Imai and Strauss 2011; Niven 2001),
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the type of electoral system (Karp, Banducci and Bowler 2007), electoral competitiveness

(Fieldhouse and Cutts 2009; Gerber 2004), and party management (Fisher, Denver and

Hands 2006; Fisher, Cutts and Fieldhouse 2011).19 Likewise scholars have found that cam-

paign technique can have a large effect on campaign effectiveness. A robust finding is that

traditional forms of campaigning such as face-to-face canvassing are more effective than more

modern techniques like television canvasing or e-campaigning (Aldrich et al. 2016; Arceneaux

and Nickerson 2009; Fisher and Denver 2009; Fisher et al. 2016; Gerber and Green 2000;

Imai, Ratkovic et al. 2013; Pattie and Johnston 2003), although more modern techniques

may become more effective as voters become more accustomed to them (Fisher and Denver

2009; Imai 2005; Fisher et al. 2016). Studies have tended to show that in established democ-

racies political advertising has no impact on turnout (Ashworth, Clinton et al. 2007; Krasno

and Green 2008) and its effect on voting preferences is short-lived (Gerber et al. 2011), but

more recently Spenkuch and Toniatti (2018) used a regression discontinuity approach to

show that political advertising increases vote share by modifying the partisan composition

of the electorate.

It is also worth mentioning the finding that the correlation between predicted spending

under the model and actual spending is nearly identical for party affiliated groups, individ-

uals, and PACs. There are at least three potential explanations for this. First, it could

suggest that the national parties are able to coordinate campaign efforts with individuals

and groups that have similar political goals. This explanation is consistent with Herrnson’s

(2009) view of political parties as multilayered coalitions. A second explanation that cannot

be ruled out is that candidates have larger incentives to raise funds in tight races. This

interpretation is consistent with the game theoretic model in Erikson and Palfrey (2000).

Intuitively, this occurs because an additional dollar of spending has a larger impact on the

19Studies demonstrating that the marginal effect of campaign spending on the vote share is largest in close
elections might help explain findings from prior studies in the U.S. that there were essentially no returns to
spending by incumbents. In particular, if the effect of campaign spending is averaged over all incumbent
elections, then estimates would be based primarily on elections where the marginal effect of a vote is the
smallest (most elections in the U.S. House with incumbent candidates are not close).
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probability that a candidate will win an election when the projected vote share is closest to

1/2. There is some empirical support for this as well. For example, Stein and Bickers (1994)

show that the most vulnerable candidates for reelection (as measured by their vote share in

the previous election) are the most likely to obtain new grant money for their constituents.

Similarly, Bickers and Stein (1996) find that vulnerable incumbents use the grant system to

deter quality challengers from opposing them. Third, all contributors might take cues from

the same information (e.g., the election and polling data used for forecasting in this paper)

and therefore make similar strategic decisions about which districts to contribute to.

The discussion in this section suggests a number of potential avenues for future research.

First, the methods developed in this paper should be combined with information on the cost-

effectiveness of different types of campaign spending. This could help researchers estimate

how a campaign should allocate funds (e.g., television and radio advertising, face-to-face

campaigning, etc.), which voters to target, and the extent to which actual resource alloca-

tions are consistent with these strategies. Second, studies should examine the extent to which

actual resource allocation varies across electoral contexts given that the campaign effective-

ness is expected to vary. Third, the assumption that the relationship between campaign

spending and vote share is logarithmic should be tested and the implications of different

functional forms should be explored. Fourth, clever empirical strategies are needed to help

disentangle whether spending is concentrated in close elections because contributors want

to influence elections or because candidates have larger incentives to raise funds. Finally,

dynamic mathematical models are needed to derive optimal resource allocation strategies

when parties maximize electoral outcomes over multiple elections.

7 Conclusion

This paper integrates Bayesian forecasts with Stromberg’s 2008 probabilistic voting model

to quantify the amount that political parties should spend on districts in U.S. House elec-

tions. The calculations are made using two assumptions about goals: first, parties maximize
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the expected number of seats and second, parties maximize the probability of winning a

majority of seats. The empirical results support the first assumption but not the second

one. The correlation between district spending and the amount that should have been spent

if parties were maximizing the expected number of seats ranges from 0.5 to 0.8 during elec-

tions between 2000 and 2010. Correlations were highest when incorporating polling data and

spending patterns tracked poll based forecasts during the 2010 election. Conversely, during

the 2008 election in which optimal strategies differed greatly because the Democrats were

predicted to win a large majority, observed spending is highly correlated with a spending

strategy based on maximizing the expected number of seats but not with a spending strat-

egy based on maximizing the probability of winning a majority of seats. The results also

suggest that most political giving is done to affect elections rather than for other reasons

like protecting incumbents or influencing candidates; only contributors with the most to gain

from influencing policy (e.g., the financial industry) place as much weight on buying access

to politicians as on influencing elections.
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